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1.1. Introduction
*

Much of our verbal communication takes place against the backdrop of a 

swathe of common knowledge between the interlocutors, which may comprise 

prior discourse, extralinguistic context, and world knowledge in general. 

Presuppositions constitute a special class of background information that is 

assumed to be in the common ground by the speaker who produces an utterance. 

For example, a speaker who says that “John has a flu again” asserts that John has 

a flu and presupposes that this has happened at least once before. Languages 

avail themselves of presupposition triggers to express presupposed content, and 

the trigger that this study focuses on is the additive focus particle. This particle, 

exemplified by also or too in English, introduces the presupposition that the 

open proposition is true of the contextually relevant entities that make up an 

alternative set to the focus set picked out by the additive focus particle. An 

illustrative example is provided below (1).

(1) a. John ate an apple and then he also ate [a BANANA]F.

b. #John also ate [a BANANA]F, but he did not eat anything else.

In (1a), the additive focus particle also is associated with the object DP ‘a 

banana’ and accordingly, an alternative set is generated for this DP (Rooth, 

1985). Given the previous context supplied here, that alternative set comprises 

‘an apple.’ The additive focus particle also serves to establish a connection 

between the focus set and the alternative set by conveying the presupposition 

that the open proposition (i.e., “John ate X”) is true of the alternative set, as well 

as the focus set. Since this condition is fulfilled, (1a) is a well-formed sentence. 

In contrast, sentence (1b) is severely degraded, as the sentence with also is 
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immediately followed by another sentence that belies the presupposition of the 

former – namely, that John ate something else besides a banana.

From an acquisition perspective, it is interesting to investigate whether 

young children can also access the presuppositions introduced by additive focus 

particles. Previous research on this subject yielded some mixed results. Using a 

sentence-picture-matching-task, Hüttner et al. (2004) found that 3-5-year-old 

German-speaking children performed better when auch (‘too’) was associated 

with the subject and not the object. Höhle et al. (2009), however, did an eye-

tracking study to assess the comprehension of auch-sentences in the same age 

group and reported that children could distinguish between subject-focused and 

object-focused auch-sentences based on prosodic cues and assign appropriate 

interpretations to them, as could be inferred from their gaze patterns.

Furthermore, Berger & Höhle (2012) have demonstrated that comprehension of 

auch by even 3-year-old children could be detected in an offline task as well, if 

the additivity aspect was made relevant and pragmatically felicitous. 

For Dutch, Bergsma (2006) reported that 4-5-year-old children ignored the 

additive focus particle ook in a sentence-picture matching task. In a more recent 

study, Wolterbeek et al. (2017) revisited the question of the acquisition of ook,

by testing 4-6-year-old Dutch children in a sentence-completion task. The idea

was that children should continue a sentence with another sentence that has 

parallel content if the first sentence contains ook. If it lacks ook, however, the 

child should continue it with a sentence of contrastive content; because 

contrastive implicature, a principle of conversation, leads us to expect that two 

juxtaposed sentences should contrast with each other. It is also for that reason 

that two sentences with parallel structure that lack an additive focus particle 

sound slightly odd (i.e., “John has an apple and Jill has an apple” sounds worse 

than “John has an apple and Jill has an apple, too”). The authors argue that the 

true function of additive focus particles may be to suspend a contrastive 
implicature that would have otherwise been generated (Sæbø, 2004). 

Wolterbeek et al. (2017) found no evidence that 4-year-olds comprehended 

either ook or contrastive implicature, but concluded that 5-year-olds had 

probably acquired contrastive implicature, though they had yet to acquire the 

meaning of ook. This was inferred from the 5-year-olds’ error patterns, in which 

they tended to produce contrastive continuations for both ook-sentences and 

sentences that did not contain ook.

For English, Jasbi (2016) reported that 5-year-old children could capitalize 

on the semantics of too to succeed in a guessing game, while 4-year-olds 

appeared unable to do so, therefore it seems that English-speaking children may 

be starting to comprehend too at around age 5.

Studies show great variability in the extent to which children can interpret 

additive focus particles across age groups, different tasks, and languages. In 
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what follows, we will take a look at the additive focus particle dA in Turkish and 

then lay out the results of our study on its comprehension.

2. dA in Turkish

The Turkish additive focus particle dA is a clitic that follows the element it 

is associated with and undergoes frontness-backness vowel harmony according 

to the vowel in the final syllable of the preceding word, appearing as da in the 

presence of back vowels and as de with front vowels. In (2a&b) below, the 

associate of dA is marked as the focus and bears focal accent.

(2) a. [KIZ]F da bir kelebek yakaladı.

    Girl    dA a butterfly caught

   “[The girl]F also caught a butterfly.”

b. Kız [bir keleBEK]F de yakaladı.

   “The girl also caught [a butterfly]F.”

There is a further property of dA that complicates matters, however. dA is a 

homophonous particle that can serve other functions besides marking additivity, 

and one of these functions is to mark contrastive topics (Göksel & Kerslake, 

2005). These two different dA’s, which we simply call additive and topic-
changing, are differentiated solely on prosodic grounds. To see the prosodic 

differences between them, let us take a look at (2a) (reproduced below as 3a),

and (3b) where dA is of the topic-changing kind, hence the constituent preceding 

it is marked as contrastive topic (CT).

(3) a. [KIZ]F da bir kelebek yakaladı.

            Girl    dA a butterfly caught

                  “[The girl]F also caught a butterfly.”

b. [Kız]CT da | bir [keleBEK]F yakaladı.

    “As for the girl, she caught a butterfly.”

As seen above, the subject NP (“the girl”) bears focal stress and is marked as the 

additive focus in (3a). This sentence thus presupposes that there is another 

contextually relevant and salient individual besides the girl who caught a 

butterfly. In (3b), however, though the linear order of all the segmental elements 

is the same, there are differences in the suprasegmental properties of the 

sentence. The subject NP does not bear focal stress, dA is followed by a short 

pause, and the object NP bears focal stress instead. In this sentence, dA functions 

as a topic-changer and designates the subject NP as a contrastive topic – thus the 

sentence is to be interpreted as “as for the girl, she caught a butterfly,” which

gives rise to the implicature that another contextually salient individual who is in 
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contrast with the girl has caught something other than a butterfly. For example, 

this sentence could felicitously be preceded by the sentence “The boy caught a 

ladybug.”

A Turkish child who hears a dA-sentence is thus faced with the task of using 

prosody to differentiate between these two different dA’s, as well as constructing 

different felicity conditions for the two different sentences. While a sentence like 

(3a) is felicitous in a context where the antecedent sentence is parallel to (3a) 

(e.g., “the boy caught a butterfly”), (3b) requires a contrasting antecedent (e.g. 

“the boy caught a ladybug”). Turkish thus presents us with an interesting case 

where we can explore not only whether and how young children can interpret 

the additivity of dA, but also whether they can use prosody to distinguish 

between two different particles and adjust their interpretations accordingly. The 

next section lays out our first experiment that explored this question.

3. Experiment 1

3.1. Participants

The child participants in Experiment 1 were 74 monolingual Turkish-

speaking children, divided into 3 age groups, as shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. Participants in Experiment 1

Age group Mean age Age range # of Children

Preschool 5;04 4:06-5:11 38 (19 girls)

First grade 6:05 6;00-6;11 17 (7 girls)

Second grade 7:08 7;00-8;04 19 (9 girls)

All the children in Experiment 1 were recruited from preschools and elementary 

schools in Istanbul. Parental consent was obtained before the tests. All children 

were born at term, and no developmental delays were reported by their 

caregivers. The children were tested individually in a quiet room in their own 

kindergarten or school, and they received stickers in compensation. In addition, 

5 students from Boğaziçi University (3 male, 2 female) who were enrolled in an 

undergraduate-level linguistics course were tested as a control group. They 

received one (1) course credit in return for their participation.

3.2. Materials and Procedure

Since the semantic contribution of dA to a sentence is entirely 

presuppositional, we cannot use a truth-value-judgment-task to test how it is 

interpreted. Rather, an indirect measure of comprehension is needed. Therefore 

we created a “spy story” where children would need to infer what a spy must 

have said on the walkie-talkie based on another spy’s reply to it. According to 
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the story, Elmo and Kermit find a treasure map showing the location of a chest 

full of cookies, and they decide to go there to retrieve the treasure. Cookie 

Monster and Big Bird hear about this, and decide to follow Elmo and Kermit, 

respectively, to reach the location and lay claim to the cookies. During this 

adventure, the two spies (Cookie Monster and Big Bird) exchange information 

on what Elmo and Kermit are doing via their walkie-talkies. The child can only 

hear the utterances of one party, while the replies of the spy at the other end of 

the line are heard as gibberish. The final sentence spoken by the spy the child is

watching is the test sentence that contains dA. At the end of each video, children 

are asked to choose 2 out of 4 pictures to show what Elmo and Kermit are doing, 

based on the dA-sentence they hear. A sample test item is provided below.

Sample Test Item from Experiment 1

Walkie-talkie dialogue:

Big Bird: Hey Cookie Monster, did you see that? I think Elmo and Kermit want 

to buy books or newspapers. 

Cookie Monster: unintelligible gibberish
Big Bird: What is Elmo reading?

Cookie Monster: unintelligible gibberish
Big Bird: Copy that. 

a. [KerMIT]F de gazete okuyor.

     Kermit dA newspaper reading.

“[Kermit]F is also reading a newspaper.”

b. [Kermit]CT de [gaZEte]F okuyor. 

“As for [Kermit]CT, he is reading [a newspaper]F.”

Figure 1. The series of 4 pictures for the sample test item

Test sentence (a) given above contains an additive dA and presupposes that there 

is another individual in addition to Kermit who is reading a newspaper. So the 
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correct pictures for this item are 2 and 4. Test sentence (b), however, contains a 

topic-changing dA and thus implicates that the individual who contrasts with 

Kermit should be reading something other than a newspaper, therefore the 

correct pictures are 1 and 4. Hence, based on children’s picture selections and 

their justifications for why they selected a certain set of pictures, we can 

understand how they interpret these dA-sentences. 

Experiment 1 had 8 test items in total, 4 with additive dAs and 4 with topic-

changing dAs. It took approximately 20 minutes to administer this test. Adult 

participants completed a questionnaire instead of choosing pictures.

3.3. Results and Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 show that Turkish-speaking children are 

generally able to discriminate between the two kinds of dA. Although there are 

some misinterpretation errors where topic-changing (TC) dAs have been 

misinterpreted as if they were additive (ADD) or vice versa, binomial tests have 

shown that all the correct responses (TC � TC & ADD � ADD) were obtained 

more frequently than would be expected by chance (all ps <.01). Table 2 

summarizes the percentages of correct and incorrect interpretations.

Table 2. Frequency of interpretation types 

TC � TC TC � *ADD ADD�ADD ADD � *TC

Preschool 81% 18% 61% 39%

First grade 79% 21% 87% 13%

Second grade 78% 20% 95% 5%

Figure 2 and 3, provided below, show the distribution of interpretations for 

topic-changing and additive dAs in de-aggregated format, by displaying the 

percentage of children in each age group who interpreted 1, 2, 3, or 4 out of the 

4 test sentences of each kind correctly.
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Figure 2. Response patterns for the sentences with the topic-changing dA
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Figure 3. Response patterns for the sentences with the additive dA

As seen above, in the topic-changing condition, about 75% of all children in 

each age group interpreted 3 or 4 out of 4 test sentences correctly. Children who 

performed at or below chance were a minority. A visual inspection of the charts 

suggests that there is no discernible difference between the 3 age groups in this 

condition. In the additive condition, however, we see that about 80% of first-

graders and second-graders interpreted all 4 test sentences correctly, whereas

only about one third of the preschoolers did so. Overall, the performance of 

preschoolers was more variable and they made more errors where they 

misinterpreted additive sentences as if they contained a topic-changing dA.

To analyze these results, we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression model, 

treating sentence type (TC or ADD) and age group (preschool, first grade, 

second grade) as fixed effects and participants and items as random effects, 
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using the lme4 and emmeans packages in R (R Core Team, 2018; Bates et al., 

2015; Lenth, 2018). In the additive condition, significant differences were found 

between the performance of preschoolers and first-graders (Z=3.406, p<.01) and 

preschoolers and second-graders (Z=4.450, p<.001). The age groups did not 

differ in the topic-changing condition (all ps>.95). Also, within groups, 

preschoolers performed differently in additive and topic-changing sentences 

(Z=3.865, p<.01), as they were much better in topic-changing sentences than in 

additive ones. Second-graders, too, performed differently in these two conditions

(Z=2.929, p<.04), but they were better in additive sentences than in topic-

changing ones. First-graders, however, did not perform significantly differently 

in these two conditions (Z=1.182, p>.80). 

These results show that, though children could generally discriminate 

between the two dAs, there were qualitative differences in their performance in 

the two conditions. Remarkably, while children’s performance in the topic-

changing condition seems to be relatively constant over time, their performance 

in the additive condition sharply improves in the first-grade group and stabilizes 

at a near-adult-level.1 What is the source of the particularly poor performance of 

the preschoolers in the additive condition? 

There are several plausible reasons for why young children could have a 

tendency to prefer contrastive-topic readings. One possible reason is offered by 

Wolterbeek et al. (2017), who have explained the 5-year-old Dutch-speaking 

children’s tendency to overwhelmingly opt for contrastive content in both ook-

and non-ook-sentences with contrastive implicature. If the Turkish-speaking 

preschoolers have acquired the same conversational principle, it is possible that 

they could be ignoring the additive dA and its property of suspending this 

implicature, and accordingly, they could be assuming that the other spy must 

have produced a sentence that contrasts with the test sentence they later heard 

(e.g., “Kermit read a newspaper, and Elmo must have read something else: a 

book!”). 

Alternatively, the topic-changer generalization errors could also be 

motivated by a putative object-focus bias. It is notable that one of the 

dimensions along which the additive and topic-changing dA-sentences in our 

study differ is the grammatical relations of the focused elements. In the additive 

sentences, dA follows the subject and marks it as the additive focus; these

sentences are thus subject-focused. In the topic-changing sentences, dA follows 

the subject again, but this time the subject gets marked as the contrastive topic, 

while the object bears focal stress. These sentences are thus object-focused. The 

topic-changer generalizations that we observe in the youngest age group could 

thus also be seen as manifestations of an object-focus bias whereby a subject-

focus sentence gets misinterpreted as if it had object-focus.

1 Adults had a correct response rate of 100% in both conditions.
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Previous research on the acquisition of exclusive focus particles has shown 

that young children often exhibit this exact tendency to assign object-focus 

readings to subject-focus sentences. Several researchers have argued that this 

peculiar error pattern could be attributable to a tendency to treat object NPs (or 

the last NPs of sentences, which frequently overlap with object NPs anyway) as 

the default/natural foci of sentences (Müller, 2010; Kim, 2011; Topaloğlu & 

Nakipoğlu, 2017). After all, it has long been known that the object, as the most

deeply embedded constituent in a neutral, out-of-the-blue sentence; carries the 

main stress in accordance with the Nuclear Stress Rule (Liberman & Prince, 

1977). Though a stress-shift occurs in adult grammar when another constituent 

has to be prosodically prominent for other reasons (e.g., focusing), children may 

fail to inhibit the default intonation that they have come to expect to find in out-

of-the-blue sentences and fail to interpret the stress shift to determine the correct 

focus set, ending up interpreting subject-focus sentences as object-focus.

Furthermore, the topic-focus ordering is the default (or unmarked) information 

packaging strategy in sentences, as there is a preference for presenting old 

information before new information (Lambrecht, 1994). Consequently, in 

sentences that follow this default information packaging, subjects overlap with 

topics and objects with foci; since the subject often precedes the object in 

sentences with canonical word order across many of the world's languages. The 

preponderance of this association between subjects-topics and objects-foci may 

also play a role in motivating errorful object-focus readings – which has already 

been detected in relation to exclusive focus particles. It is possible that the same 

bias operates with additive focus particles as well. To adjudicate between these 

two possible accounts, we have designed and run a second experiment.

4. Experiment 2

4.1. Participants

The child participants in Experiment 1 were 28 monolingual Turkish-speaking

children, divided into 2 age groups, as shown in Table 3 below. 

Table 3. Participants in Experiment 2

Age group Mean age Age range # of Children

Preschool 5;04 4;02-5;11 14 (8 girls)

Elementary 6;11 6;00-8;01 14 (10 girls)

The criteria fulfilled by the children for inclusion in the experiment were the 

same as in Experiment 1. In addition, 20 students from Bogazici University (6 

male, 14 female) who were enrolled in an undergraduate linguistics course were 

tested as a control group. They received one (1) course credit in return for their 

participation. 
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4.2. Materials and Procedure

Experiment 2 aims to uncover whether preschoolers’ poor performance with 

subject-focused additive sentences is explained by their adherence to a putative 

contrastive implicature or by an object-focus bias. To this end, we have 

constructed Object-dA-Subject-Verb (O-dA-S-V) sentences by making use of the 

scrambling property of Turkish. In this non-canonical word order, the pairings 

between subjects/objects and topics/foci will be different in additive and topic-

changing sentences. In O-dA-S-V sentences where dA functions as an additive

focus particle, the object NP will be the additive focus. When dA is a topic-

changer, however, the object will be a contrastive topic, while the subject will be 

the focus. Given this new configuration, we can see that the contrastive 

implicature and object-focus-bias accounts would make different predictions for 

children’s performance. According to the contrastive implicature account, 

children who have not yet acquired the meaning of the additive dA should ignore 

it and assign a contrastive reading to all sentences – which should result in a 

tendency to misinterpret additive sentences as if they contained a topic-changing 

dA, or in other words, a tendency to misinterpret object-focused sentences as if 

they had subject-focus.

If, on the other hand, the preschoolers’ responses in Experiment 1 had been 

motivated by an object-focus bias, then they should again demonstrate a 

preference towards object-focus readings, i.e., for misinterpreting some topic-

changing sentences as if they were additive, since additive sentences are the ones 

that have focused objects in Experiment 2. 

As in Experiment 1, we used walkie-talkie dialogues and a subsequent 

picture selection procedure to assess children’s comprehension of dA. Since the 

new word order of these sentences implies that what is being talked about are the 

objects, we created a frame story that made it felicitous for the “spies” to have 

an object-centred conversation. According to this new story, Kermit and Big 

Bird decide to help Granny by doing the tasks she put on a chore list for them. 

At the end of the day, Granny wants to reward them, but she also wants to know 

which chore was done by whom, so she can reward them fairly. She therefore 

instructs Elmo and Cookie Monster to spy on Kermit and Big Bird and to report 

this information. A sample test item is provided below.

Sample Test Item from Experiment 2

Walkie-talkie dialogue:

Cookie Monster: Hey Elmo! The roses and the tulips in the garden must be 

watered, right?

Elmo: gibberish
Cookie Monster: Who watered the roses?
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Elmo: gibberish
Cookie Monster: Copy that.

a. [LaleleRI]F de Kermit suladı.

Tulips-ACC dA Kermit watered

“[The tulips]F were also watered by Kermit.”2

b. [Laleleri]CT de [KerMIT]F suladı.

      “As for [the tulips]CT, [Kermit]F watered them.

Figure 4. The series of 4 pictures for the sample test item

Test sentence (a) presupposes that the roses (as well as the tulips) were watered 

by Kermit. The correct pictures are thus 2 and 4. Sentence (b), however, implies 

that the roses have been watered by someone else (i.e., Big Bird). Hence, the 

correct pictures are 1 and 4. 

Experiment 2 also had 8 test items in total, 4 with additive dAs and 4 with 

topic-changing dAs. It took approximately 20 minutes to administer this test. As 

before, adult participants completed a questionnaire instead of choosing pictures.

4.3. Results and Discussion

In contrast to the results obtained in Experiment 1, we see that the children 

performed much better with additive sentences in Experiment 2 (see Table 4 

below). Binomial tests have shown that the correct response rate of preschoolers 

was significantly below chance in the topic-changer condition (p<.001), but it 

was significantly above chance in the additive condition (p<.005). In the 

elementary school group, performance in topic-changing sentences was not 

different from chance (p>.30), but performance in the additive sentences was 

significantly above chance (p<.00005). The charts below (Figure 5 and 6) show 

the breakdown of responses by individual.3

2 This is not a passive construction in Turkish, but we chose to translate it into English as 

such, in order to mimic the order of the elements in Turkish.
3 Adults had a correct response rate of 100% in both conditions.
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Table 4. Frequency of interpretation types

TC � TC TC � *ADD ADD�ADD ADD � *TC

Preschool 27% 39% 71% 16%

Elementary 43% 50% 82% 10%
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Figure 6. Response patterns for the sentences with the additive dA

As seen in the table above, children’s performance was much worse in the topic-

changer condition than in the additive condition, for both age groups.4 A mixed-

4 The remaining errors not represented in the table are either ‘other’-type errors where 

children erroneously chose a card that was wrong according to the assertion of the 
sentence (e.g., for the sample test item above, choosing Picture 3 would be an ‘other’-
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effects logistic regression model that used sentence type and age group as fixed 

effects and participants and items as random effects shows that there was no 

difference between the age groups in either the additive sentences (Z=1.228, 

p>.60) or topic-changing sentences (Z=1.235, p>.60). But both age groups were 

significantly better in additive sentences than in topic-changing sentences 

(Preschool: Z=4.841, p<.0001; Elementary: Z=4.434, p<.001). These results are 

thus incompatible with the contrastive implicature account, which would predict 

that children should continue to prefer contrastive interpretations (i.e., topic-

changer readings) in this experiment as well. While these results seem to be 

compatible with an object-focus bias account, the prevalence of other-type errors 

makes it difficult to assert this conclusion. We suspect that this experiment may 

have had particularly high task demands for children, due to a mismatch in the 

centrality of the objects for the frame story and the test sentences. While the 

frame story tried to emphasize the at-issueness of the objects, the objects were 

nevertheless “temporary” and changed from one item to the next; while the 

subjects, Big Bird and Kermit, were constant across the whole sequence of

events, which may have made them more “topic-like” for children. Therefore, in 

Experiment 2, this particular design feature may have motivated a preference for 

object-focus readings as well. 

5. Conclusion

In this study, we have explored whether and how Turkish-speaking children 

interpret the sentences containing the particle dA, which may function either as 

an additive focus particle or a topic-change marker, where the two functions are 

differentiated by prosody. The results of our first experiment showed that 

children could discriminate between these two functions. That being said, a 

tendency towards errorful object-focus readings was found in the youngest age 

group. The second experiment was designed to investigate whether this error 

type could be attributable to a putative contrastive implicature or an object-focus 

bias. The results that we obtained were not compatible with a contrastive 

implicature account and lent support to an object-focus bias account.
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